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“The man who wears the shoe knows best 
that it pinches and where it pinches, even if 
the expert shoemaker is the best judge of 
how the trouble is to be remedied.”

—John Dewey, The Public and Its Problems



Citizen participation should be 
seen as a complement, not as 
an alternative to expertise and 

representative government



Legitimacy

Justice 

Policy Effectiveness



Outline

• The case for a pragmatic approach to 
citizen participation

• Participatory designs: A thought experiment
• The current climate: Public Policy Center 

survey pilot on civic engagement in Hawai‘i
• Drawn from the work of a variety of 

scholars:   Archon Fung, James Fishkin, Sherry 
Arnstein, Taeku Lee, Stephen Kosack, Joshua Cohen, 
Amy Gutmann, Charles Sabel.



Ladder of citizen participation
(Arnstein’s Ladder)



Ladder of citizen participation
(Arnstein’s Ladder)

Good

Bad



Is “citizen control” the most 
desirable outcome in all cases?



A pragmatic approach:

What are the problems, or “democratic 
deficits,” we are trying to address?

What is the specific problem for which 
public participation is the solution?



Congratulations!

You have been named the new 
public participation czar  

How do you make public 
consultative processes better serve 
the values of legitimacy, justice, and 

policy effectiveness?



The menu of institutional options



Who are the participants?  
How are they selected?

• Open meetings.  Result is a self-selected set of 
wealthier, well-educated citizens, and those who 
have particularly strong views

• Selective recruitment.  Location and time of 
meeting to encourage a certain group of citizens 
to attend; e.g., meetings in senior centers

• Random selection.  Expensive and complex, but 
the best guarantee of descriptive 
representativeness

• Citizen partners (neighborhood boards)



How do the participants make 
decisions and communicate?

• Most meetings make no attempt to transform 
citizen preferences into decisions
• Most participate as spectators
• Express preferences at the microphone
• Some provide opportunities to further understand issues 

and discuss the alternatives
• Aggregation and bargaining
– A final vote or preference poll

• Deliberation and negotiation
– Learn and exchange perspectives with other 

participants and officials.  Deliberative process aims 
toward agreement and consensus building



How are the opinions and 
decisions linked to policy action?

• No influence.  Participation for education or to 
fulfill a sense of civic obligation

• Communicative influence. Officials with power 
are persuaded by citizen testimony

• Advice and consultations.  Officials retain 
power, but receive and sometimes respond to 
citizen input

• Co-governance; e.g., school councils
• Direct governance; e.g. New England town 

meetings



Some potential designs that serve 
different, but equally valuable, purposes
• An educative forum 

– Citizens form opinions, share ideas, and work toward 
consensus; e.g., a deliberative poll

• A deliberative advisory panel
– Deliberation with the power to influence policy design; 

e.g., Oregon Health Decisions
• A deliberative collaboration 

– Public officials and citizens deliberate together to find 
novel solutions to difficult problems; e.g. local policing

• Deliberative and participatory democratic governance
– Direct citizen participation in governing decisions; e.g., 

Brazil’s participatory budgeting program



There is no ideal form of public 
participation – so we need the 

freedom to be pragmatic and flexible  



Public trust in Hawai‘i



The current climate: 
UH Public Policy Center survey pilot 

on civic engagement in Hawai‘i

Oahu and Neighbor Islands
August 2017



19%



How much of the time do you think you can 
trust state government to do what is right?



Would you say that our state government is run by 
a few big interests looking out for themselves, or 
that it is run for the benefit of all people?



Would you say that the people in state government 
waste a lot of taxpayer money or do not waste 
taxpayer money?



Over the past year or so, how often have you been 
involved in a community project or attended a 
public meeting?



Our modest task:

How can we use the citizen 
participation and consultation 
process to build trust, combat 
cynicism, and reinvigorate the 

public sphere?


